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Performance! Release 12.6292.1  

 
Flowserve is pleased to announce the interim release of Performance! 12.6292.1, the 
Industry’s foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection, and Project Management software. 
The following are the details about the new product/features, enhancements done and 
bugs resolved in this release. 
 
New Products/Features 
 
1. Dust Certification Included 
 
In this release of Performance!, an option for specifying the Dust certification has been 
added. This radio button is available in the Approval Type area of the New Project or 
the Modify Project Information dialog. On selecting the Dust radio button, the Dust 
Group area is displayed in the dialog. There are three dust groups in this area, namely 
IIIA, IIIB and IIIC. Select the required dust group in this area and then proceed further.  
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It must be noted that the Dust Groups are not available 
with the FM and CSA hazard locations. The dust groups 
are applicable only to ATEX, IECEx and ANZEx(SAA), 
see image.   
 
In addition to the dust groups, two more options (IP43 and 
IP26) have been included in the Ingress area. 
 
2. Import/Export Options Modified 
 
From this release of Performance!, the Import functionality  is supported in three formats 
namely, Performance! Compressed (*.dz and *.7Z) and Performance! database (*.db).  
 
While importing the valve record, the user can select the required filter from the drop-
down on right of the File name edit box. By default, the All Files (*.*) option is selected 
in this drop-down. As a result, any of the three file formats (*.db, *.dz and *.7z) can be 
selected for importing to Performance!. If the user selects the P! Files (*.db); the 
database files can be selected. Similarly, if the user selects P! compressed (*.dz), the 
compressed (*.dz) file can be selected for importing to Performance!.  
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But while exporting a valve record, the record is exported in form of Performance files 
(both *.db and *.dz) simultaneously without any warning. By default, these files are 
saved in the IMPEXP folder in the Performance folder. The user can then use the 
required file format for further procedure.  

 
You can also change the default file saving option (*.dz or *.db) for your convenience. 
To do so, click Configure > Registry Edit option from the Valve menu bar; the 
Registry Editor dialog is displayed. Click the Program button to view the registry 
details about the Performance! application. In the last two rows, of the dialog, you can 
see the default import/export path and current filter for the export file format. You can 
enter a new path in the Import Export Path field. Similarly, enter the desired filter (1 for 
*.db or 2 for *.dz or 3 for *.*) in the Filter Type field for specifying the default file import 
option. 
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3. Logix 520MD+ Positioner 
 
A new positioner, Logix 520MD+ has been configured in performance BUT not 
activated.  This will be activated after approvals from Product Manager and marketing 
release is published. 
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Bugs Fixed 
 
Issue # 11451, 11764, 11670, 11551, 11588, 11672, 11437, 11476 
 
The summary report of the bugs is given below: 
 
0011451: The user reported about the crashing of Performance! while sizing Worcester 
V-Flow valve model. The issue has been fixed and Performance! does not crash while 
sizing this valve. Similar bug with issue no is 11826 has also been resolved. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11451 
 
0011764: The user was unable to size the double acting actuator for TMCBV. When the 
user selected the DA for sizing the actuator, the Actuator area of Performance! Sizing 
screen displayed failed status. The issue has been resolved now and the double acting 
actuator can be sized for TMCBV. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11764 
 

0011670: When a user selected Mark 200 for sizing, the trim type would be set to 
Unbalanced by default. This limited the maximum size of the valve to 4 inches as it is 
the maximum for unbalanced. But, as per the core designing of Mark 200, the trim type 
should have been set to pressure balanced which would allow the users to select valves 
with size more than 4 inches as well. The issue has been resolved now and the default 
trim type is now set to pressure balanced.  
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11670 
 

0011551: The user informed that in Performance!, the 7z option for importing/exporting 
of valve records was not working. In the user’s system, while exporting the valve record, 
the DB file was produced not the 7Z. Similarly, while importing, selection of the 7Z file 
did not yield anything. The issue has been fixed now. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11551 
 

0011588: The user changed the spring type in Actuator Detail and Override in case of 
Rotary Actuators, but it was not being reflected in the Performance! Sizing screen. The 
issue has been resolved now.  
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11588 
 

0011672: When the user selected a Multi-Z valve size manually, the program did not 
work as expected. This bug is fixed in this version. Also size 2.5” had been removed 
from the available valve size range. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11672 
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0011437: The bug was raised for changing the template for the diaphragm actuator. 
Since Kämmer Valves are more and more shifting towards the KP Stainless Steel 
diaphragm actuators, the standard default template for a third party single acting 
diaphragm actuator has been changed from KA Aluminum to KP Stainless. This means 
by selecting Generic Diaphragm Actuator, Performance! uses the KP product definition 
to start with. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11437 
 
0011476: The user informed about the incorrect sizing of VR actuators. The spring 
change done in the Actuator Detail and Override dialog was not reflected in the Sizing 
screen. The issue is resolved and now the spring selection in the Actuator Detail and 
Override dialog are matching. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker/view.php?id=11476 
 
 
 

Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
 
Mohan Babu 
 
 
Director, Engineering - Special Applications 
Mbabu@flowserve.com 


